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論 文 要 旨       

 

 

所属ゼミ  林高樹   研究室 氏名 陸詩瓊 

（論文題名） 

 

A Text-Mining Analysis on Non-Financial Reporting Practices and the Quality of Disclosure 

 

 

（内容の要旨） 

As the trend of sustainability accelerates, stakeholders like investors, community, and 

employees have a need of non-financial information in their decision-making. However, the 

quality concern toward voluntary non-financial disclosure occurs. 

 

Thus, this study was carried out to evaluate the quality of non-financial reporting practices 

and aimed to assist stakeholders such as investors and employees to understand non-financial 

discourses through the extent of non-financial disclosures’ quality. 

 

This study examined a total of 113 non-financial standard-alone disclosures of 26 companies 

in the automotive and parts sector. Specially, we have applied text-mining techniques to 

explore the quality measurement and conduct a cross-area comparison, including firms in 

East Asia, Europe, and North America. 

 

This study showed that firms from different areas share the same tendency of disclosing less 

modified reports. Moreover, in the aspect of providing specific information, specificity 

performance is significantly associated with the length of disclosure. Some firms in this sector 

use their non-financial disclosures to provide more and much specific information, indicating 

that they pursue the high quality of voluntary non-financial disclosure and consider these 

disclosures as a great communication tool.  

 

Additionally, results indicate that the company’s size, profitability level, change of financial 

performance were found to be insignificantly associated with the extent of non-financial 

disclosure’s quality. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

In 2015, the Sustainable Development Goals (Known as SDGs) were set up by the United 

Nations General Assembly and were agreed by world leaders that they will be achieved by the 

year 2030. Furthermore, with the increasing attention on sustainability, organizations like PRI 

(Principles for Responsible Investment) work to promote sustainable investment through the 

incorporation of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors in investment decisions 

and active ownership. The concept of sustainable/responsible investment forces business 

leaders and investors to take action to help realize these goals. 

 

Besides, many studies confirmed an increasing focus on non‐financial information (Arvidsson 

2011, Tarquinio et al., 2020). This increase appears to be both regulatory and demand-driven. 

Except for the information related to the sustainability issues, there is also significant demand 

for non‐financial information related to other aspects, for example, intellectual capital 

information. 

 

Therefore, there is a variety of users are paying interest in non-financial disclosure published 

by companies. At first, investors, one of the most important users, are calling for additional 

disclosure for their decision-making. Investors want to know how a company is considering the 

impact of these sustainability issues on its business model, risk strategy, and also the effect on 

its financial statements. Investors need to understand the future challenges that the company 

faces, and what the company’s plans are to deal with these challenges. 

 

In addition to regulators and investors, other stakeholders like customers and employees also 

increasingly demand the communication of sustainability information about firms which may 

affect their purchasing and occupational behavior. For example, consumers who are sensitive 

to social and environmental issues may call for information about sustainable sourcing, 

manufacturing, and products. In the case of companies running the business between companies 

or business is under a call for sustainable acting in the supply chain by their business customers.  

 

As the demand for additional disclosure by investors and other stakeholders is increasing, many 

companies have started voluntarily disclosing their Companies’ objectives, actions, and 

performances on sustainability issues, especially implications of some hot issues faced like 

climate-related challenges. 

 

However, even though the non-financial disclosure is under increasing focus and practice, the 

variable quality is under concern as it is voluntary but not compulsory. Research has shown us 
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that CSR reporting practices are symbolic rather than substantive (Michelon et al., 2015). Under 

the force of the demand, it seems that companies tend to enlarge the length of their annual 

reports or increase their disclosure frequency and reporting items. When it comes to the problem 

of diluted information, Michelon had shown us evidence that information disclosed in stand-

alone reports and that in longer reports tend to be more diluted.  

 

The fact is that non-financial disclosure, which is difficult to quantify even if it is necessary 

information for grasping the long-term strategy and future movements of a company, is under 

variable performance. To figure out the factors relative to the disclosure performance, the study 

also seeks to establish if differences exist in disclosure practice between the firms with different 

characteristics. Since the EU is known as a global leader in the movement of sustainability, 

firms in the EU seem to be heavily affected by regulation. In addition, conducting a comparison 

of different types of firms may help give evidence to identify those factors.  

 

Towards the quality concern, we are wondering about the non-financial reporting practices and 

the quality difference of these disclosures between firms. In addition, we are also greatly 

interested in whether text mining techniques can be applied to assess the quality of non-financial 

disclosures. 

 

1.2 Purpose of this study 

The purpose of this research is twofold.  

On the one hand, this study aims to conduct text analysis to evaluate the quality of non-financial 

discourses to assist stakeholders such as investors and employees to understand non-financial 

discourses through the extent of non-financial disclosures’ quality. In this study, we apply the 

existing disclosure quality evaluation methods which have been used to evaluate textual 

information disclosed in traditional financial reporting to the voluntarily non-financial reporting. 

 

On the other hand, we will explore factors that drive varying quality practices. To figure out the 

factors relative to the disclosure performance, we will test if differences exist in disclosure 

practice between the firms with different characteristics.  

 

In this paper, 113 public disclosures (standalone reports) published by 26 firms listed in the 

Forbes ranking of the global top 2000 companies in 2021 have been examined.  

 

Using text analysis techniques, we evaluate the quality of those non-financial reporting items 

and conduct a time-series period comparison as well as a comparison of disclosure practices 

among Continental European, East Asia, and North American companies. Moreover, the 

relationship between financial characteristics and the quality of non-financial disclosure was 
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investigated additionally. 

 

1.3 Originality and Contributions 

In this study, we contribute to the non-financial disclosure literature by expanding the use of 

text mining techniques to evaluate the quality of non-financial reports, which was usually 

applied in the literature of traditional financial statements. 

 

This study can assist stakeholders especially investors and employees to identify global 

automotive and parts companies through the extent of non-financial disclosures’ quality which 

contributes to the understanding of determinants of non-financial disclosure to improve the 

communicative value and implementation of quality disclosure. In particular, the results of this 

study about the cross-area comparison of quality performance should quite matter to regulators 

and standard setters worldwide. It contributes to the future improvement of reporting 

requirements in each country/area. 

 

Moreover, we propose a study-specific data-processing method and use the latest text-mining 

technique, BERT, to deal with complicated and large-size documents like sustainability reports 

even with hundreds of pages.  

 

This study also contributes to providing new evidence to the skepticism about the use of longer 

non-financial reports as tools used to dilute information. Besides, we provide new evidence to 

the debate about the relationship between corporates’ financial performance and voluntary 

disclosure which has even not established a consistent conclusion. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 non-financial disclosure 

2.1.1 What is non-financial disclosure? 

Non-financial disclosure is regarded as an important tool for corporate communication. 

However, there is no generally accepted definition of non-financial disclosure, but this term has 

often referred to the process of communicating the social and environmental effects of 

organizations to the stakeholders (Tarquinio et al., 2020). With this in mind, we have chosen to 

examine the non-financial reporting covering the social and environmental issues beyond the 

traditional financial statements in this study. Hence, the initial study items include Annual 

reports, CSR reports; integrated reports; Environment reports; Sustainability reports; and other 

named reports with similar contents. 

 

2.1.2 Stand-alone reporting 

CSR reporting has evolved from information on the corporate environmental and social policies 

included in annual reports to stand-alone combined reports that include social, environmental, 

and economic/financial information (Buhr, 2002, Cho et al., 2015, Milne and Gray, 2010). 

Recent trends in environmental disclosure and reporting practices suggest a largely increasing 

number of stand-alone reports, which include social, environmental and economic/financial 

information (Cho et al., 2011).  

 

In preparing the non-financial disclosure, a company’s management chooses the issues that they 

consider sufficiently important or problematic to report publicly. According to some authors, 

what particularly makes these stand-alone reports remarkable is that they represent a clear 

engagement of corporations with the increasingly critical issues of environmental and social 

responsibility, as well as businesses sustainability (Gray & Herremans, 2012).  

 

Additionally, as the stand-alone reports are always regularly annual produced, it allows an inter-

firm comparison periodically. 

 

Thus, even the non-financial disclosure can be issued on the companies’ home-page 

descriptions or shown as a part of annual reports. In this paper, we focus on the Stand-alone 

non-financial reports and use them as our initial study items. 

 

2.2 Disclosure Quality Evaluation Using Text-Mining Techniques 

Firms publish non-financial reporting such as corporate social responsibility (CSR) reports in 

an increasing amount. However, although these reports are easily accessed, their quality is hard 
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to evaluate because manual analyses are difficult due to the nature of text data. With the 

development of computer programs, an increasing amount of researchers use NLP (Natural 

language processing) to extract language features from these text data.  

 

However, while there is substantial academic literature on quality evaluation using text-

mining techniques towards textual files which were regulatory required and with strict 

guidelines like 10-K textual disclosure, attributes of voluntarily textual non-financial 

disclosure like sustainability report have received less attention. One of the reasons is that it is 

much more challenging to assess the content of voluntary non-financial disclosure due to the 

lengthy and complex documents.  

 

2.2.1 Readability 

Firstly, in many previous studies, readability is one of the most well-known tools for assessing 

the annual reports, as one of the quality indicators of text documents in reports(Li 2008, 

Loughran, T., & McDonald, B. 2013). The FOG index as well as the Gunning Fog index is the 

most commonly adopted text readability index. The index is defined as a weighted average of 

the number of words per sentence, plus the percentage of long words (containing more than two 

syllables). Regarding the formula, it means that the words and sentences should be exactly 

divided and counted by the machine. However, since there is always some special characters or 

punctuations wrongly converted from PDF documents into text files because of the Unicode or 

some other reasons, we consider the readability index is inapplicable for this study, because of 

the punctuation removal (including the sentences divided marks) process in this study was 

conducted in the data cleaning process. Besides, as the nature of voluntary disclosure, each firm 

has its style to convey the story that they want to show. Visual elements such as graphs, charts, 

tables, photographs, diagrams are commonly used. The PDF conversion process will extract all 

contents in these visual elements and contents listing with bullet points without exact sentences 

divided marks. Thus, as it is difficult to measure the sampling documents’ sentence length and 

word complexity, the readability index, FOG index as well as the Gunning Fog index is not put 

into consideration in this paper to evaluate the quality of non-financial disclosure. 

 

2.2.2 Boilerplate Index 

Besides, the use of the Boilerplate index is also a well-established approach to assess the 

reporting disclosures. Researchers use the n-gram technique in text mining to identify 

boilerplate phrases (Lang and Stice-Lawrence, 2015). The percentage of sentences containing 

boilerplate phrases is measured as an index to evaluate the disclosure quality. For the same 

reason as readability, the boilerplate is also inapplicable for this study as the sentences splitting 

problem. 
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2.2.3 Specificity 

The growth in textual research makes measuring specificity an important tool in assessing 

financial documents. Specificity, known as an index assessing the number of entities scaled by 

the total number of words. Entities will be identified by the Named Entity Recognizer (NER) 

tool, and always be categorized into seven types, including locations, people, organizations, 

dollar amounts, percentages, dates, or times (Hope et al., 2016). The specificity is higher, should 

be more relevant for management teams when they design their disclosure strategies and the 

more specific the disclosures are. In other words, using specific named entities tends to be more 

context-specific. 

 

The prior study (Hope et al., 2016) showed us that more specific risk-factor disclosures benefit 

analysts, one significantly important kind of user of financial statements, to be better able to 

assess fundamental risk. Similarly, Konno’s study (2010) also suggested that investors respond 

positively to financial reports with the high specificity of textual information when they are 

published. 

 

The latest study (Paananen et al., 2021) also suggested that specific environmental liabilities 

disclosure reduces information asymmetry referring to less forecast error and dispersion 

conducted by analysts. 

 

Seebeck and Kaya (2021) used methods from computational linguistics to quantify the level of 

specificity of auditor risk disclosures and found that a more specific description of KAM is 

significantly and positively associated with capital market reactions, suggesting that specificity 

performance is a desirable feature for investors. 

 

Though it is unclear whether investors value specific non-financial disclosures such as 

sustainability reports as incrementally informative, given the evidence above in related areas of 

firm risk disclosures (Hope et al., 2016), environmental liabilities disclosures (Paananen et al., 

2021), and auditor risk disclosures (Seebeck and Kaya, 2021), we assume that disclosures not 

only financial statements; but also the voluntary non-financial disclosures should not be so 

generic that they can be applied to any firm. The more precise the disclosures are, the more 

communicative value they provide to users. Hence, analysts or investors who use the non-

financial disclosure to conduct the assessment or decision-making are affected by firms’ 

disclosure practice on content-specific performance. 

 

Following Hope, Hu, & Lu (2016), Paananen, Runesson & Samani (2021), and Seebeck & 

Kaya(2021), in our study, we calculate specificity as to how often the text refers to specific 

entities to capture whether the report specifically offers a snapshot related to corporate rather 
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than general information. 

 

2.2.4 Modification 

The modification score has been used in the past to investigate the level of modification 

conducted by companies in the narrative information in the financial reporting such as MD&A.  

 

Brown and Tucker (2011) used stickiness to assess the level of similarity of two documents and 

found that MD&A that are updated less over time (“sticky” disclosures) have muted stock price 

responses. 

 

The algorithm used to calculate the similarity of any two documents is measured by the angle 

between the two vectors representing the documents: a smaller angle indicates more similar 

documents. This score is bounded between 0 and 1 with a higher score indicating more 

similarity as well as higher stickiness index (θ=0, cosθ=1), and the modification score is 1 minus 

the square of similarity score. 

 

Computation of similarity of specific objects in natural language processing is already applied 

to evaluate the non-financial information disclosed in the financial statement but not even in 

the voluntary disclosures such as sustainability reports.  

 

In this research project, we aim to use the text mining technique above that has already been 

applied to evaluate the non-financial information in financial reports and explore the quality 

features from large-size non-financial disclosure documents. 

 

2.3 Factors that affect the quality practice on voluntary non-financial disclosure 

Based on the prior review (Zamil et al.,2021), drivers of corporate voluntary reporting such as 

company size, age, leverage, liquidity, profitability, corporate governance, and ownership 

structure were widely investigated. These firm-specific determinants were the most examined 

in the previous studies, however, the result is still inconclusive while work on the country-

related factors was limited. 

 

Firstly, a great amount of previous empirical studies revealed the company’s size is positively 

related to the extent of CSR disclosure (Giannarakis, 2014; Cowen, 1987; Rahman et al., 2011; 

Gamerschlag et al., 2011). Cowen (1987) suggested that in general, large companies tend to be 

more visible and receive attention from external stakeholder groups; thus, they publish more 

CSR information to legitimize their initiatives (Cowen, 1987). Morover, Giannarakis (2014) 

indicated that the company’s size, as measured by total assets, has a positive relationship with 
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CSR disclosure. Rahman (2011) pointed out several reasons for this reaction, such as that large 

companies are more visible to investors, absorb extra costs for CSR disclosure, attend the 

maintenance of their good corporate image and retain the customers’ loyalty and talented 

employees. 

 

Based on these previous reviews, we will use the turnover, the total asset, the total profits, and 

the market value of equity as the measure of company size. 

 

As far as the empirical studies are concerned, the relationship between corporates’ profitability 

and voluntary disclosure has not reached a consistent conclusion. For example, Gamerschlag et 

al. (2011) found a positive relationship between profitability and higher environmental 

disclosures while Ho & Taylor (2007) indicated that less profitable companies tend to disclose 

more information regarding social and environmental disclosures to demonstrate their 

contribution to society. 

 

When it comes to country-specific determinants, previous studies also gave evidence that 

country-level factors affect the disclosure of non-financial reports. For example, Adnan et al. 

(2018) conducted a cross-country analysis and found that CSR reporting is more prevalent in 

companies in countries in which the society is individualistic and also in societies where there 

is low power distance. Ali et al. (2018) suggested the critical role of CSR-promoting institutions 

for CSR disclosure in low-income nations, which were thought to be lacking in developing 

countries. Moreover, De Villiers & Ana Marques (2016) discovered that countries with greater 

investor protection, higher levels of democracy, more effective government services, higher 

quality regulations, more press freedom, and a lower commitment to environmental policies are 

more likely to disclose more CSR information. Therefore, we can assume that the performance 

of non-financial disclosures varies in cross-countries companies. 

 

2.4 Global Automotive and Parts Industry 

Modapothala et al.(2010) used text mining and multi-discriminatory analysis to appraise 

corporate sustainability reports and found that disclosures made by the companies differ across 

industrial sectors. Thus, since non-financial disclosures among sectors are quite different, in 

this paper, we examine non-financial reporting disclosed by companies in one sector and 

conduct an inter-sector comparison on disclosure performance. Also, as discussed before, we 

focus more specifically on standalone Non-financial reports. 

 

In this paper, we aim to examine non-financial reporting and evaluate the disclosure quality of 

them between groups categorized by geography characteristics. Hence, focusing on one sector 

facilitates comparison as we assume that companies in the same sector face similar challenges 
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and also report to users with similar profiles. With the consideration discussed below, we have 

chosen the automotive and parts sector as our study sampling sector. 

First, the automotive and parts sector represents a major component of the global economy and 

large companies in the business can be identified. Companies whose main business is selling 

automotive, as well as companies manufacturing parts are running their business all over the 

world in a great size. Thus, large companies in a different part of the supply chain can be 

identified if one wishes to figure out whether the corporate size and profitability characteristic 

affect the disclosure performance in the same sector. 

 

The second reason to focus on the automotive and parts industry is that the operations of this 

sector are spread all over the world. For the purpose to explore whether the non-financial 

disclosures vary in firms in different continent groups, the worldwide operators in the 

automotive and parts industry is one of the ideal sampling choices. Putting eyes on this sector, 

we can compare the disclosure performance between companies in different countries.  

 

Moreover, the automotive and parts sector consists of a complex supply chain spread all over 

the world. Companies in the automotive and parts sector are almost global investors with a wide 

range of businesses and employ a large number of workers globally. Thus, this sector is subject 

to social exposures across a variety of issues including labor relations, community impacts, and 

supply chain concerns which indicate that they may face a great demand for information about 

these issues to communicate. Besides, as the non-financial disclosures cover multiple topic 

concerns about the social and environmental aspects of the organizations, the profile of 

reporting users should be including a variety of stakeholders. Thus, not only the outsider users 

like investors and community; but also the insider users such as employees will be interested in 

the reporting disclosed. For our study, we consider that disclosure reports can be easily 

obtainable in the automotive and parts sector. 

 

In sum, we believe that the automotive and parts sector is a suitable target for assessing the 

quality of non-financial disclosures in this study. 
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3. Hypotheses Development 

As discussed above, we considered that some indices used in assessing the textual disclosure in 

financial reports like MD&A or regulatory-required files like 10K are also applicable to the 

voluntarily non-financial disclosure towards the quality concern.  

 

First, the specificity helps to evaluate whether the non-financial disclosure is specific to help 

obtain desirable information from corporates even though the topics or content in these 

reporting varies widely among firms. A higher specificity score indicates that the disclosure 

should be more detailed and relevant. 

 

Second, concerns towards modification occurs: are disclosures sticky over time? It can be 

assumed that companies in the same sector face similar business environments and operating 

conditions, so the modification scores should be lower if companies modify the reports less.  

 

Given the costs of preparing long narrative documents, managers may simply use last year's 

disclosure as a template and make minor changes even they face great changes where changes 

can refer to economic changes like the change in operation and the change in the business 

environments. 

 

Thus, the Vector Space Model (VSM)-based modification scores can capture changes in 

narrative disclosure, and show us the modification behaviors of corporates on the non-

financial disclosures over time. A document that is very similar to that from the previous year 

does not reveal much new information. 

 

In addition, we assume that there are some factors assumed to affect the disclosure performance 

among firms in the same sector.  

 

As discussed in the introduction part and literature review, requirements are variable from the 

country. For example, EU law requires certain large companies to disclose information on the 

way they operate and manage social and environmental challenges so that companies in Europe 

should be under greater pressure to disclose specific and updated disclosure. Besides, in 

previous studies, some country-specific determinants were also suggested to affect the 

disclosure of non-financial reports. Thus, we can assume that there is a variety of quality 

performance in non-financial disclosure in different continents or countries.  

 

However, regarding the Forbes ranking of the global top 2000 companies in 2021, the Forbs 

analyst suggested that the economic impact from largest companies all over the world has 
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been greatly changed and tends to be a significant global imbalance(Eliza Haverstock, 2021). 

She indicated that roughly three-fourths of companies on the Global 2000 are based in just 10 

countries. After the U.S. and China, Japan, the U.K., and South Korea are home to the most 

list-makers.  

 

Besides, even located in the same East Asia continent, culture and economic development are 

greatly different among China, Japan, and South Korea. Hence, in this study, when we want to 

conduct a continental comparison on disclosure practice, we choose not to simply 

continentally group the sampling firms but categorize them into 5 groups, including the EU, 

North America, China, Japan, and South Korea. Using this standard to group sampling firms, 

we develop our first hypothesis below. 

 

Hypothesis 1: The level of quality measurements of non-financial disclosure differ among 

firms in five area groups. 

H1-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure differs among firms in five area groups. 

H1-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure differs among firms in five area 

groups. 

 

Second, regarding concerns towards sticky disclosure, the following hypotheses will be also 

tested. 

 

Hypothesis 2: There are tendencies changes in the quality measurements. 

H2-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure decrease over time. 

H2-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure decrease over time. 

 

Next, Michelon ‘s research in 2015 showed us that Based on the previous study, information 

disclosed in stand-alone reports and that in longer reports tend to be more diluted.  

To test whether longer reports have poor quality, hypothesis 3 was established. Consistent with 

the previous studies, we supposed that the quality measurements of non-financial disclosure are 

negatively associated with the length of disclosures. 

 

Hypothesis 3: The quality measurements of non-financial disclosure are associated with the 

length of disclosure. 

H3-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure is negatively associated with the length 

of disclosure. 

H3-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure is negatively associated with the 

length of disclosure. 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/elizahaverstock/
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Finally, even if the previous empirical results are contradictory, it is hypothesized, in this study, 

that financial performance (including companies’ size, profitability, and the level of financial 

performance’s change) positively affects the quality of voluntary disclosure: 

 

Hypothesis 4: There is a positive relationship between financial performance and the quality 

measurements of non-financial disclosure. 

H4-1. There is a positive relationship between financial performance and the specificity level 

of non-financial disclosure. 

H4-2. There is a positive relationship between financial performance and the modification level 

of non-financial disclosure. 

 

To test the four hypotheses developed above, we conduct the main analysis methods called 

LMM (Linear Mixed Model) and ANOVA (analysis of variance). 
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4. Data and Research Design 

4.1 Sample Selection and Data Collection 

4.1.1 Sampling companies and Text Data Collection 

There are two types of data used in this research. The first is text data from non-financial reports. 

The second is the financial performance data of companies. 

 

To collect data for our study, we started with picking up sampling companies and then 

downloaded reports disclosed by these companies. Non-financial disclosures of major 

companies in the Global Automotive and Parts sector are obtained and used as the basis for text 

mining analysis.  

 

The companies chosen are the largest companies listed in the Forbes ranking of the global top 

2000 companies in 2021. The Forbes ranking takes into account sales, profits, assets, and 

market values of the companies and provides a useful indicator of the biggest public companies 

in the world. Thus, these prominent companies should provide meaningful and representative 

insights on the practice of non-financial disclosures in the automotive and parts industries. 

 

All stand-alone nonfinancial disclosures issued in the 5 years (2016-2020) by companies listed 

in Table1 are downloaded either from the corporate website or Corporate Register. The 5-year 

period covers a long period that provides the opportunity to evaluate the normal quality of 

voluntary disclosure over time. 

 

Table 1: List of sampling companies 

No. Name of the companies Name used in 

coding 

Countries/ 

Territories 

Area 

Group 

1 Toyota Motor Corporation Toyota Japan Japan 

2 Volkswagen AG Volkswagen Germany EU 

3 Daimler AG Daimler Germany EU 

4 General Motors Company GM USA North 

America 

5 BMW AG BMW Germany EU 

6 Honda Motor Company Ltd Honda Japan Japan 

7 Hyundai Motor Company Hyundai South Korea South 

Korea 

8 AB Volvo Volvo Sweden EU 

9 Tesla Inc Tesla USA North 

America 
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10 Kia Motors Corporation KIA South Korea South 

Korea 

11 Ford Motor Company Ford USA North 

America 

12 Suzuki Motor Corporation Suzuki Japan Japan 

13 BYD Company Limited BYD China China 

14 Subaru Corporation Subaru Japan Japan 

15 Nissan Motor Co Ltd Nissan Japan Japan 

16 Great Wall Motor Company Limited GreatWall China China 

17 Michelin Group Michelin France EU 

18 Magna International Magna Canada North 

America 

19 Denso Denso Japan Japan 

20 Aptiv Aptiv Ireland EU 

21 Continental Continental Germany EU 

22 Bridgestone Bridgestone Japan Japan 

23 Aisin Seiki Aisin Japan Japan 

24 LKQ LKQ USA North 

America 

25 BorgWarner BorgWarner USA North 

America 

26 Knorr-Bremse KnorrBremse Germany EU 

 

Selection criteria on reporting are stated following. 

First, we examine only English-language reporting which can be under the same text mining 

process.  

 

Second, we examine only text-convertible reporting when it’s in the PDF version. In the case 

of BYD in 2020 and Tesla in 2019, the PDF version of the reports were created from a scanned 

document so the text in the disclosures could not be extracted. Hence, these two reports are 

excluded from the sampling list. 

 

Third, only one stand-alone report was added to the sample for each company each year. A firm 

may publish periodic non-financial reports in numerous forms, including sustainability reports, 

annual reports, impact reports, integrated reports, corporate social responsibility reports, social 

and environmental reports, and annual & sustainable development reports. The author 

examined the reports and found that specific reports are always specialized publications 

excerpted from the integrated one. For example, the “Environmental Report 2016. Toward the 
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Toyota Environmental Challenge 2050” issued by Toyota is covering only environmental 

initiatives excerpted from the “Sustainability Data Book 2016”. Hence, only the longest stand-

alone non-financial reports were selected. 

 

Moreover, we noticed that the reporting period varies from company to company (i.e., January 

to December, April to March, etc.) and the reporting year can be something like 2019-20. We 

examined the content disclosed in the reports and figured out the reporting period based on the 

contents. Then we reclassified the reports by this substantive reporting period to a specific 

calendar year. (i.e., report for the year ended December 31, 2020, and report for the year ended 

March 31, 2021 are classified into the group Year 2020).  

 

Table 2: Sample composition 

Firm  Continent Year 

Variable  No. of Obs Variable  No. of Obs Variable  No. of Obs 

Toyota 5 Asia 57 2016 21 

Volkswagen 5 EU 38 2017 21 

Daimler 5 North America 18 2018 24 

GM 5   2019 24 

BMW 5   2020 23 

Honda 5     

Hyundai 5     

Volvo 5     

Tesla 2     

KIA 5     

Ford 5     

Suzuki 4     

BYD 4     

Subaru 5     

Nissan 5     

GreatWall 5     

Michelin 5     

Magna 2     

Denso 4     

Aptiv 3     

Continental 5     

Bridgestone 5     

Aisin 5     

LKQ 1     
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BorgWarner 3     

KnorrBremse 5         

Total 113 Total 113 Total 113 

 

After these adjustments to the data, we finally collected a sample of 113 report observations 

issued by 26 companies based in 9 different countries that referred to the period 2016–2020. 

Details related to the sample composition categorized by firms, continents, years, and 

business models are provided in Table 2. 

 

4.1.2 Financial Data Collection 

Financial Data were calculated based on the data (sales, profits, assets, and market values in 

dollars) collected from the Forbes ranking of the global top 2000 companies list, which is also 

taken into account for the Forbes ranking.  

 

Table 3: Financial Data Type 

data Description 

lgMV the natural logarithm of the market value of the sampling firm 

lgSales the natural logarithm of sales amount of the sampling firm 

lgProfit the natural logarithm of profits amount of the sampling firm 

lgAssets the natural logarithm of assets amount of the sampling firm 

ROA Return On Asset Ratio 

PER Price Earnings Ratio 

PMR Profit Margin Ratio 

change_Sales Percentage change in Sales value over a year-period 

change_Profits Percentage change in Profits value over a year-period 

change_Assets Percentage change in Assets value over a year-period 

change_MV Percentage change in MV value over a year-period 

 

4.2 Text data processing 

When we processed the text data before analysis, we began from files conversation. The 

Pdfminer package in python was used to convert the PDF version of the non-financial reporting 

to text files. The output of this step was text files containing all text contents extracted from the 

PDF documents, including word, punctuation, and numbers. Then we performed some basic 

preprocessing following to prepare the text data for analysis. 
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The first step comes with removing the noises in the data; here in the text domain, noise is 

referred to as something like special non-alphabetic characters, URLs, and use of parentheses, 

square brackets, white spaces, line break, and punctuations.  

 

Secondly, we transformed all the uppercase words into lowercase words to ensure that the 

same strings in different cases will be equivalent to each other. Then, the texts were split into 

smaller units (tokens to words) and runs normalization (stemming, lemmatization) to get the 

base forms of words. After the above process, the entire corpus is consists of a list of words 

tokenized and noise removed of all 113 reporting observations. Finally, text may contain stop 

words such as “is, am, are, this, a, an, the, etc.”, so we also remove them with the filter 

function. 

 

Preprocesses mentioned above are conducted in the same python environment using 

Colaboratory, which allows to write and execute Python code through a browser from Google 

Research.  

 

4.3 Quality Measurements 

4.3.1 Quality Measurements: Specificity Score 

Specificity, as the number of specific words or phrases conveying specific information relevant 

to the disclosing firm (e.g. persons or products), divided by the number of total words in the 

non-financial disclosures.  

 

To implement this construct on a large-scale length of non-financial disclosure documents, we 

use the Named Entity Recognition (NER) technique to identify and extract specific names 

belonging to eighteen entity categories listed below. NER refers to a natural-language-

processing task that seeks to locate and classify atomic elements in text into predefined 

categories. In this study, we use the free and open-source library, spaCy, to conduct the work of 

featuring NER in Python.  

SpaCy’s named entity recognition has been trained on the OntoNotes 5 corpus and it currently 

supports the following 18 different entity types, including person, organization, and location. 

Table 4 presents entity types and detailed descriptions of these eighteen categories. 

 

Table 4: Named Entity types 

Source: https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/docs/LDC2013T19/OntoNotes-Release-5.0.pdf 

Type Description 

PERSON  People, including fictional. 

NORP  Nationalities or religious or political groups. 

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/docs/LDC2013T19/OntoNotes-Release-5.0.pdf
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FAC (FACILITY )  Buildings, airports, highways, bridges, etc. 

ORG (ORGANIZATION)  Companies, agencies, institutions, etc. 

GPE  Countries, cities, states. 

LOC (LOCATION)  Non-GPE locations, mountain ranges, bodies of water. 

PRODUCT  Vehicles, weapons, foods, etc. (Not services)  

EVENT  Named hurricanes, battles, wars, sports events, etc. 

WORK_OF_ART  Titles of books, songs, etc. 

LAW  Named documents made into laws. 

LANGUAGE  Any named language. 

DATE  Absolute or relative dates or periods. 

TIME  Times smaller than a day. 

PERCENT  Percentage, including “%”. 

MONEY  Monetary values, including unit. 

QUANTITY  Measurements, as of weight or distance. 

ORDINAL  “first”, “second”, etc. 

CARDINAL  Numerals that do not fall under another type. 

 

Table 5: Checking of entity types in Colaboratory 

nlp = spacy.load("en_core_web_sm") 

ner_lst = nlp.pipe_labels['ner'] 

print(len(ner_lst)) 

print(ner_lst) 

 

 

 

For words in the disclosure documents after preprocessing, in a document published by firm i, 

in year t, the amount of named entities recognized by the NER technique is defined as 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑡 

while all words were tokenized in the same document is counted as 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖,𝑡. We use the 

following formula to calculate the 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 of the document published by firm i, in 

year t. 

 

   𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 =
𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑡

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖,𝑡
                     (1) 

 

In addition, we assumed that non-financial reporting disclosed by companies shares similar 

vocabulary and grammar with general management magazines like Harvard Business Review. 
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Thus, the article “Sustainable Business Went Mainstream in 2021”, which was downloaded 

from the Harvard Business Review’s official website, was used to check the appropriateness 

of using spaCy to conduct the work of featuring and counting NER in Python.  

 

 

Figure 1: Excerpt from <Sustainable Business Went Mainstream in 2021 > 

 

First, we used the same tool Pdfminer package in python in the study to convert the PDF article 

to text files. Then the output of text contents extracted from the PDF document was used to 

perform NER in Python with spaCy. The visualization output of name entities extracted is 

shown below using the “displacy” package of spaCy. 

 

 

Figure 2: Excerpt from <Sustainable Business Went Mainstream in 2021 > NER output  
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The named entities in the article highlighted by the author (Fiture2) and that extracted using 

Python with spaCy come to the same results of 18 entities. 

 

 

Figure 3: Excerpt from <Sustainable Business Went Mainstream in 2021 > NER output 

after cleaning preprocess  

 

Besides, to check the effect on NER from data processing, we also perform the NER using the 

article after pre-processing including non-alphabetic characters and stop words removal, 

lowercase transformation. We found that some entities like “Citi” was failed to be featured after 

the punctuation removal processing, the “Bank of America” was also missed as the word “of” 

was removed in the stop words removal processing.  

 

Table 6: Specificity result for two different preprocessing 

 

 

Thus, the specificity calculated for these two different preprocessing were quite different. In 

this study, we use the common-used NLTK library to remove stop words in documents. The 

stop words list in this library is composed of 179 words currently, some of them was listed 

below. 

 

Examples of stop words list: 

'a', 'an', 'the', 'and', 'but', 'if', 'or', 'because', 'as', 'until', 'while', 'of', 'at', 'by', 'for', 'with', 

'about', 'against', 'between', 'into', 'through', 'during', 'before', 'after', 'above', 'below' 

 

As the goal of calculating the specificity is to figure out the detailed information provided by 

management from non-financial disclosures, we consider that the stop words were meaningless 

but important in the grammar. Besides, the amount of stop words and punctuation is great which 
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will lead to a diluted specificity result. For these considerations, we use the different pre-

processing corpus to calculate the specificity index. In other words, we count the output of NER 

performed on the corpus keeping stop words and punctuation left as the named entities amount; 

while considering the total number of words in the text after stop words and punctuation 

removal processing, measured as the number of total words. 

 

 

Figure 4: Excerpt from <Sustainable Business Went Mainstream in 2021 > cleaning 

result of documents for counting words 

 

The recalculation of specificity of the article <Sustainable Business Went Mainstream in 

2021 > should be 139/1395=0.09964. 

 

When it comes to the sampling document in this study, we randomly choose the sustainability 

report of 2020 disclosed by Ford Motor Company in 2021 to check the performance of NER in 

Python with Spacy. 

 

 

Figure 5: Excerpt from < Ford_2020_Integrated Sustainability and Financial Report > Page 44 
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Figure 6: Example of NER using spaCy, Excerpt from < Ford_2020_Integrated 

Sustainability and Financial Report > 

 

 

Figure 7: Cleaning Result For Total Word Counting, Excerpt from 

< Ford_2020_Integrated Sustainability and Financial Report > 

 

To sum, our sample-specific index of named entities is better suited to our specific context 

compared to the index calculated by the number of named entities scaled by the total number 

of raw documents. 

 

4.3.2 Quality Measurements: Modification Score 

As same as most prior studies, we use the definition of cosine similarity to calculate the level 

of modification in a firm's current year non-financial reporting to that from the previous year. 

Two documents expressing the same meaning with dissimilar wording will return a lower 

similarity score than two documents that happen to contain the same words while expressing 

different meanings. It means that a document with a high similarity score is very similar to that 

from the previous year does not reveal much new information. Therefore, the modification 

score which is calculated from 1 minus the square of similarity score, owns an opposite meaning. 

It measures the extent to which two documents are different and indicate the level of 

modification in disclosures between years. 
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The similarity is determined by comparing word vectors or word embeddings, multi-

dimensional meaning representations of a word. One of the most common and effective ways 

of calculating similarities is; Cosine Distance/Similarity. It is the cosine of the angle between 

two vectors, which gives us the angular distance between the vectors.  

 

We use the Vector Space Model (VSM) to calculate the similarity score as Varun (2020) 

summarized, which is also called cosine similarity. The VSM represents a document as a 

vector in an n-dimensional Euclidean space. The similarity of any two documents is measured 

by the angle between the two vectors representing the documents: a smaller angle indicates 

more similar documents. 

 

Thus, the VSM-based similarity score is defined as follows: 

 

 

 

Formula to calculate cosine similarity between two 768 dimension vectors A and B is, 

 

where θ is the angle between v1 and v2, ∥v1∥ is the vector length of v1, and ∥v2∥ is the vector 

length of v2. 

 

In a two-dimensional space, it will look like this, 

 

The similarity score is bounded between 0 and 1 with a higher score indicating more 

similarity (cosθ= 1). For straight understanding towards modification level between 

documents, the modification score is defined as 1 minus the square of similarity score. 

The formula of modification score is shown as follows: (2) 

 

 

𝑴𝒐𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 = 𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽𝟐                           (2) 
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4.3.3 BERT 

In the study, we used the pre-trained BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 

Transformers) (Devlin, Jacob, et al., 2018) model from Huggingface to embed our corpus. 

 

The BERT base model has 12 layers (transformer blocks), 12 attention heads, 110 million 

parameters, and a hidden size of 768. BERT is trained on unlabelled text including Wikipedia 

and Book corpus. BERT uses transformer architecture, an attention model to learn embeddings 

for words. BERT consists of two pre-training steps Masked Language Modelling (MLM) and 

Next Sentence Prediction (NSP). In BERT training text is represented using three embeddings, 

Token Embeddings + Segment Embeddings + Position Embeddings. 

 

 

Figure 8 BERT training architecture (Image from https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.04805.pdf) 

 

In our study, we used this pre-trained BERT model to get the vectors with 768 dimensions and 

then calculated the cosine similarity between every two non-zero vectors referring to specific 

documents. 

 

Figure 9: Vectors generated by BERT 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.04805.pdf
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Due to the pre-process problem as discussed on the part of specificity, we use the most 

cleaning corpus to generate the vectors. First, as the stop words, punctuation, and the 

corporates’ names can be assumed to be meaningless, the change of those words should not be 

considered to be a substantial modification, we conduct the removal process. Besides, only 

updating the numeric digits also cannot be taken into account as a substantial modification, 

numeric digits should be also removed before generating the vector using BERT.  

 

4.3.4 Sum of different corpuses 

As mentioned above, in computing the two metrics, we perform a differentiated text 

preprocessing pipeline based on research-specific requirements. Therefore, we use Table 6 to 

summarize the preprocessing steps and corresponding purposes of three corpuses.  

 

Table 7: Sum of different corpuses 

Corpus Preprocessing steps purpose 

Corpus 

1 

 URL removal 

 Normalization 

 Firms’ name removal 

 Featuring and counting named 

entities using spaCy 

 For calculating the specificity score 

Corpus 

2 

 URL removal 

 Normalization 

 Punctuation(including special characters) 

removal 

 Lemmatization 

 Firms’ name removal and stop words 

removal 

 

 Counting meaningful total words in 

the text 

 For calculating the specificity score 

 

Corpus 

3 

 URL removal 

 Normalization 

 Punctuation(including special characters) 

removal 

 Numeric digits removal 

 lowercase 

 Lemmatization 

 Firms’ name removal and stop words 

removal 

 Generating vectors using BERT 

 For calculating the modification 

score 
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4.4 Sum of Variables 

To investigate the relationship between the quality of disclosures and the characteristics of firms, 

we use a variety of variables in our research.  

 

First, the quality measurements including specificity score and modification score were taken 

as quality variables, calculated using text-mining techniques like NER and BERT by the author. 

Second, other quantitative variables introduced above were also used in our study, including 

length of sampling reports, company size (market value, turnover, profit, and asset), 

profitability (ROA, PER, profit margin ratio), and change variables. 

 

Table 8: Variables List 

Variables Description 

specificity the number of named entities scaled by the number of total words 

in the sampling reports while total words are defined as total 

counting words of Corpus2. 

modification 1 minus the square of cosine similarity score between two 768 

dimension vectors representing every two annual reports from the 

same sampling company 

period Numeric agency for years. 

Year 2016: Period = 1; Year 2017: Period = 2; Year 2018: Period = 3 

Year 2019: Period = 4; Year 2020: Period = 5 

lg_word  length of sampling reports, measured as the natural logarithm of 

total counting word of Corpus2 

lgMV the natural logarithm of the market value of the sampling firm 

lgSales the natural logarithm of sales amount of the sampling firm 

lgProfit the natural logarithm of profits amount of the sampling firm 

lgAssets the natural logarithm of assets amount of the sampling firm 

ROA Return On Asset Ratio 

PER Price Earnings Ratio 

PMR Profit Margin Ratio 

change_Sales Percentage change in Sales value over a year-period 

change_Profits Percentage change in Profits value over a year-period 

change_Assets Percentage change in Assets value over a year-period 

change_MV Percentage change in MV value over a year-period 
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4.5 Data Observation  

4.5.1 Summary Statistics and Cross Matrix of Variables 

The collected and calculated data is composed of two main types of data, one is quantitative 

indices of sampling reporting documents, and the other is financial data including market value, 

sales, profits, assets, return on total asset ratio, price-earnings ratio, profit margin ratio, and 

change rate of market value, sales, profits, assets.  

 

Before the empirical research, we observe the summary Statistics and Cross Matrix of these 

data shown in Table9 and Table 10. 

 

From Table9, we found that even both specificity and modification are within the range of zero 

to one, specificity is in a smaller range between 0.063 and 0.172 while the modification is from 

0.003 to 0.624. Compared with the range in previous studies, scores calculated in this study are 

in a different range. For example, in Hope’s study (2016), the mean for specificity of risk-factor 

disclosures in 10-K files is 0.054 while that for the rest of the 10-K (excluding risk-factor 

disclosures) and MD&A section is 0.19 and 0.23. In the case of modification, modification 

scores of MD&A documents in Brown’s study (2010) ranged from 0 to 0.97, and the mean 

value is 0.155.  

 

We considered the following reasons for the differences in these distribution ranges. First, the 

object of analysis, that is, the type of text files is different. In Hope's analysis(2016) we can see 

that even within the same 10-K file, text descriptions in different parts had different levels of 

specificity. However, in our research, the observations are non-financial reports, which differ 

from the 10-K files in terms of length, wording, and content. Second, in the pre-processing part, 

which is an important part of the text analysis process, different authors may use different tools 

and steps, thus affecting the final analysis results. Third, in terms of specificity, there are some 

commonly used tools for named entity recognition, such as Stanford NER and SpaCy NER. In 

Hope's study(2016), 7 types of specific names were identified using the Stanford NER tool ((1) 

names of persons, (2) names of locations, (3) names of organizations, (4) quantitative values in 

percentages, (5) money values in dollars, (6) times, and (7) dates), while in our analysis using 

SpaCy NER tool, 18 types discussed above were identified. The standard and definition of the 

distinction between types will be different, which is also considered to be one of the reasons for 

the final specificity scores’ range difference. Similarly, in the calculation of the modification 

scores, we used BERT to generate 768-dimensional vectors. 

 

Moreover, financial data range from minus amount to great amount such as the PER amount of 

Tesla in 2020, which was considered as an outlier. The great-range financial performance data 
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allow a comparison of non-financial disclosure practice between great financial performers and 

worse financial performers. 

 

In Table 10 and Figure 10, we can have a quick look at the correlation of variables. The 

distribution of each variable is shown on Figure 10’s diagonal and the value of the correlation 

plus the significance level as stars were shown on the top of the diagonal. We can find that the 

specificity seems to have a significant correlation with the counting word indicator (lg_word) 

while weak correlations with the company size variables (lg_Sales, lg_Profits, and lg_Assets). 

Nevertheless, there are great correlations among variables of company size (lg_MV, lg_Sales, 

lg_Profits, and lg_Assets). 

 

The bivariate scatter plots with a fitted line are displayed under the bottom of the diagonal.  

the scatter plot of specificity and lg_word showed us that there is seem to be a positive 

correlation between the specificity level and the word counted. 
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Table 9: Summary Statistics of Variables 

  

 

specificity 

 

modification 

   

lg_word 

     

ROA 

     

PER 

     

PMR 

     

lgMV 

   

lgSales 

   

lgProfit 

   

lgAssets 

change_ 

Sales 

change_ 

Profits 

change_ 

Assets 

change_ 

MV 

Min.    0.06274 0.003332 3.595 -0.065 -131.651 -0.1403 9.771 9.845 8.301 9.851 -0.25234 -27.3708 -0.09113 -0.6796 

1st Qu. 0.10885 0.092024 4.336 0.0189 7.682 0.0301 10.261 10.458 9.041 10.466 -0.0494 -0.35045 -0.00302 -0.17488 

Median  0.12609 0.217464 4.589 0.0347 11.849 0.0488 10.487 10.657 9.342 10.695 0.01825 -0.14009 0.06313 -0.02194 

Mean    0.1233 0.226539 4.516 0.03716 13.193 0.04507 10.505 10.725 9.356 10.85 0.03054 -0.35777 0.243337 0.17686 

3rd Qu. 0.13737 0.327016 4.722 0.0534 17.278 0.068 10.708 11.096 9.667 11.343 0.06259 0.08354 0.136942 0.24552 

Max.     0.17162 0.623696 5.254 0.1244 88.58* 

(Note) 

0.1374 11.851 11.448 10.356 11.811 1.64111 8.81566 17.12761 3.92441 

 

*Note: RStudio found the maximum amount of PER without counting the PER amount of Tesla in 2020 as an outlier. The PER amount of Tesla in 

2020 is 1029.13. 
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Table 10: Cross Matrix of Variables 

  specificity modification lg_word ROA PER PMR lgMV lgSales lgProfit lgAssets change_Sales change_Profits change_Assets change_MV 

specificity 1 0.068 0.528 -0.131 -0.135 -0.012 0.107 0.225 0.228 0.229 -0.018 -0.02 0.047 -0.042 

modification 0.068 1 -0.015 0.051 0.054 0.094 0.071 0.048 0.02 0.055 0.155 0.079 -0.059 -0.043 

lg_word 0.528 -0.015 1 -0.249 -0.017 -0.132 0.28 0.461 0.333 0.467 -0.122 -0.067 -0.021 -0.054 

ROA -0.131 0.051 -0.249 1 0.127 0.895 -0.164 -0.42 0.019 -0.487 0.154 0.38 0.077 -0.128 

PER -0.135 0.054 -0.017 0.127 1 0.153 -0.139 -0.142 -0.664 -0.123 -0.075 0.093 -0.027 0.078 

PMR -0.012 0.094 -0.132 0.895 0.153 1 0.081 -0.203 0.325 -0.227 0.122 0.551 0.037 -0.063 

lgMV 0.107 0.071 0.28 -0.164 -0.139 0.081 1 0.693 0.734 0.725 -0.02 0.032 -0.104 0.371 

lgSales 0.225 0.048 0.461 -0.42 -0.142 -0.203 0.693 1 0.79 0.979 -0.076 -0.002 -0.037 -0.078 

lgProfit 0.228 0.02 0.333 0.019 -0.664 0.325 0.734 0.79 1 0.766 0.062 0.166 -0.005 -0.089 

lgAssets 0.229 0.055 0.467 -0.487 -0.123 -0.227 0.725 0.979 0.766 1 -0.109 -0.036 -0.06 -0.003 

change_Sales -0.018 0.155 -0.122 0.154 -0.075 0.122 -0.02 -0.076 0.062 -0.109 1 0.109 0.816 -0.072 

change_Profits -0.02 0.079 -0.067 0.38 0.093 0.551 0.032 -0.002 0.166 -0.036 0.109 1 -0.012 -0.046 

change_Assets 0.047 -0.059 -0.021 0.077 -0.027 0.037 -0.104 -0.037 -0.005 -0.06 0.816 -0.012 1 -0.073 

change_MV -0.042 -0.043 -0.054 -0.128 0.078 -0.063 0.371 -0.078 -0.089 -0.003 -0.072 -0.046 -0.073 1 
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Figure 10: Correlation of Variables* 

*Note: Each significance level is associated to a symbol : p-values(0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 1) <=> 

symbols(“***”, “**”, “*”, “.”, " “) 

 

4.5.2 Visualization of Statistics Data 

To have a quick look at the data, we drew the scatter plots and boxplots of specificity score and 

modification score. 

 

From the scatter plots of specificity Score on firm-level (Figure 11), and the boxplot of specificity 

Score on firm-level (Figure 12), the level specificity of each firm’s reports seems to be stable over 

time but vary from a firm. 

 

Besides, Figure 13 reveals that the majority of firms’ modification is shown in a decreasing trend 

while the difference of modification among firms shown in Figure 14 is not obvious. 
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Figure 11: Scatter plots of Specificity Score on firm-level 

 

 

Figure 12: Boxplot of Specificity Score on firm-level 
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Figure 13: Scatter plots of Modification Score on firm-level 

 

 

Figure 14: Boxplot of Modification Score on firm-level 
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Moreover, we also observed the quality measurements data grouped into five areas. 

 

The specificity of reports disclosed by firms in China is shown at a lower level than that of 

reports disclosed by firms in Japan, the EU, North America, and South Korea. 

 

Besides, the modification levels of reports disclosed by firms in these five areas almost range 

from 0.05 to 0.45 without great differences. 

 

Figure 15: Boxplot of Specificity Score on area-level 

 

Figure 16: Boxplot of Modification Score on area-level 
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4.5.3 Visualization of high-dimensional vectors using T-SNE 

We used a technique for dimensionality reduction called t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic 

Neighbor Embedding) (Van der Maaten et al., 2018) to have a visualization of the high-

dimensional datasets generated by BERT bellowed. 

 

Figure 17: visualization of vectors generated by BERT on firm-level 

 

Figure 18: visualization of vectors generated by BERT on continent grouping level 

 

The visualization of T-SNE shows us that the vector generated by BERT have different 

distances. From Figure 17, we can see that the ball in the same color, which means that the 

reports represented by them are disclosed by the same company, gather together at shorter 

distances than that with balls in other colors. It suggests that the reports disclosed by the same 

company share the same textual characteristics.  As same as Figure 17, the visualization of 

vectors generated by BERT on continent grouping level shown in Figure 18 represents the 

similarity among different continents.   
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4.6 Research Design 

With the data collected, we design the following process to test our hypotheses. 

 

To examine Hypothesis1 we start with an ANOVA analysis to verify that whether the quality 

measurements toward non-financial disclosure differs among firms in five area groups. 

 

Next, the linear trend estimations were used to test Hypothesis 2, investigating tendencies 

change with time in the quality measurements, in this study, which refers to specificity and 

modification performance scores. The time-series analysis in sampling periods (2016-2020) is 

conducted for both modification performance and specificity performance. 

 

Then, the test of Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 are linear regressions analysis to investigate 

the association of quality measurements with a variety of variables, including length of 

sampling reports, company size (market value, turnover, profit, and asset), profitability 

performance (ROA, PER, profit margin ratio), and change variables. 

 

The Linear regressions were applied to investigate the association of non-financial disclosures’ 

quality measurements with variables listed above. All linear regressions are implemented in the 

lm() method in R. 

 

Based on the ANOVA analysis result of Hypothesis 1, we will apply the LMM (Linear Mixed 

Model) to examine the relationship between quality measurements and dependent variables, 

putting the area factors into random effect. 
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5. Result 

5.1 Result of Specificity 

H1-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure differs among firms in five area 

groups.  

Hypothesis 1 predicts that the quality measurements differ among firms in five area groups. 

Therefore, we used the two textual characteristics, specificity, and modification, to proxy for 

quality practice and implemented ANOVA analysis to see the impact from the area factor. 

 

Table 11: result of ANOVA analysis 

> anova(lm(specificity ~  area, data=data))  

Analysis of Variance Table 

Response: specificity 

            Df     Sum Sq    Mean Sq     F value    Pr(>F)     

area         4      0.017172   0.0042929   8.8357     3.284e-06 *** 

Residuals    108     0.052473   0.0004859                       

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

From Table 11, the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect on specificity for area factor, 

p<.001. Significant (at 1%) value was starred. It indicated that the prediction of H1-1 was 

supported. For the non-financial disclosure practices, the level of specificity differs among 

firms in five area groups. 

 

From the result of ANOVA, we knew that the performance of providing specific information 

through non-financial reports like sustainability reports varies in firms from different areas. 

Then, Based on this observation, we conducted the testing models in Hypothesis 2-1, 

Hypothesis 3-1, and Hypothesis 4-1 with the LMM (linear mixed model), putting the area factor 

into random effect. Linear mixed-effects models were performed using open-source R-package 

lmerTest. 

 

H2-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure decrease over time.  

We put both the area and period variables into fixed effect and conduct the linear regression. 

The result in Table 12 revealed that the trend of the first textual characteristics, specificity, had 

an insignificant result (p = 0.997). Prediction in Hypothesis 2 was significantly rejected with 

an assumption of a tendency trend in the specificity score. From the result, we can conclude 

that the specificity performance of sampling firms is stable in time series. We also used a linear 
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mixed model to check the linear trend with area random effect and obtained the same 

insignificant result (p = 0.974). 

 

Table 12: result of linear trend estimation (Linear regression) 

lm(specificity ~  period + area, data=data) 

Coefficients: 

                    Estimate   Std. Error   t value    Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)            8.564e-02  8.494e-03  10.083   < 2e-16 *** 

period               -6.580e-06  1.513e-03  -0.004    0.996537     

areaEU              4.623e-02  8.222e-03   5.623    1.51e-07 *** 

areaJapan            3.605e-02  8.211e-03   4.391    2.67e-05 *** 

areaNorth America     3.530e-02  9.117e-03   3.872    0.000186 *** 

areaSouth Korea       4.956e-02  1.018e-02   4.869    3.90e-06 *** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Table 13: result of linear trend estimation (LMM) 

lmer(specificity ~  period + (1|area), data=data) 

Fixed effects: 

             Estimate   Std. Error       df        t value     Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)    1.193e-01  9.576e-03   6.113e+00     12.462     1.42e-05 *** 

period       4.966e-05  1.512e-03   1.071e+02      0.033      0.974     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

H3-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure is negatively associated with the 

length of disclosure. 

Based on the result of Hypothesis 1-1, we put the area factor and lg_word variable into fixed 

effect and conducted linear regression.  

 

The result in Table 14 revealed that the p-value of lg_word is near zero. Prediction in 

Hypothesis 3-1 was significantly supported with an assumption of firms that disclose longer 

reports have a better performance on providing specific content. 

 

As shown in Table 14, we find that our lg_word variable is positive and statistically significant 

(p<0.001) in the result. This indicates that consistent with the understanding from the scatter 

plot shown, the longer the disclosures, the better performance in the contextual specificity. 

Therefore, we preliminarily concluded that the level of specificity of non-financial disclosure 
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is positively associated with the length of disclosure. The contrast result of Hypothesis 3-1 was 

been supported. 

 

Table 14: result of liner regression in Hypothesis 3-1 

lm(formula = specificity ~ lg_word + area, data = data) 

Residuals: 

      Min        1Q     Median        3Q       Max  

-0.064774      -0.010249  0.001801     0.012629  0.060957  

Coefficients: 

                   Estimate   Std. Error   t value    Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)          -0.039574   0.027368  -1.446    0.15110     

lg_word            0.031172   0.006606   4.719    7.21e-06 *** 

areaEU             0.027680   0.008440   3.280    0.00140 **  

areaJapan           0.017686   0.008422   2.100    0.03808 *   

areaNorth America    0.024808   0.008520   2.912    0.00437 **  

areaSouth Korea      0.032724   0.009921   3.298    0.00132 **  

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

Residual standard error: 0.02015 on 107 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.3764, Adjusted R-squared:  0.3472  

F-statistic: 12.91 on 5 and 107 DF,  p-value: 7.872e-10 

 

To further explore the relationship between the length of sampling reports (lg_word) and 

specificity level, we implemented a test with the linear mixed model (LMM) in which the area 

factor was taken as a random effect. The result shown in Table 15 was consistent with the result 

of linear regression (Table 14). That is, the level of specificity of non-financial disclosure is 

positively associated with the length of disclosure. 

 

Table 15: result of LMM in Hypothesis 3-1 

Formula: specificity ~ lg_word + (1 | area) 

Number of obs: 113, groups:  area, 5 

Random effects: 5 area groups 

Fixed effects: 

              Estimate   Std. Error       df        t value     Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)     -0.032331   0.028664     97.399659    -1.128    0.262     

lg_word       0.034271    0.006352     104.432540   5.395    4.3e-07 *** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
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Figure 19: Boxplot of the length of reports on area-level 

 

However, when we observed the relationship between the area factor and the length of reports, 

we found that the average of reports’ length varies from five areas (Figure 19). Thus, to verify 

the impact of these two factors on the specificity performance, we additionally conducted an 

interaction test as shown in Table 16. 

 

Table 16: result of Interaction of variables in Hypothesis 3-1 

lm(formula = specificity ~ lg_word * area, data = data) 

Residuals: 

      Min        1Q      Median        3Q       Max  

   -0.053950   -0.009475   0.001464    0.010667   0.050858  

Coefficients: 

                         Estimate   Std. Error   t value   Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)                -0.04879    0.11533    -0.423    0.673   

lg_word                   0.03347    0.02867   1.167     0.246   

areaEU                   -0.06919    0.12133   -0.570    0.570   

areaJapan                  0.25260    0.13745   1.838    0.069 . 

areaNorth America          0.13348    0.12762    1.046    0.298   

areaSouth Korea            0.36702    0.31496    1.165    0.247   

lg_word:areaEU            0.02071    0.02981   0.695    0.489   

lg_word:areaJapan          -0.05130    0.03294   -1.557    0.122   

lg_word:areaNorth America  -0.02514    0.03128   -0.804    0.423   

lg_word:areaSouth Korea    -0.07364    0.07041   -1.046    0.298   

--- 
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Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

Residual standard error: 0.01867 on 103 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.4847, Adjusted R-squared:  0.4397  

F-statistic: 10.77 on 9 and 103 DF,  p-value: 1.232e-11 

 

Table 17: result of ANOVA analysis in Hypothesis 3-1 

anova(lm(specificity ~  lg_word * area, data=data)) 

Analysis of Variance Table 

Response: specificity 

              Df   Sum Sq   Mean Sq    F value    Pr(>F)     

lg_word        1  0.019434   0.0194341   55.7803   2.719e-11 *** 

area           4  0.006777   0.0016943   4.8630    0.0012411 **  

lg_word:area    4  0.007548   0.0018870   5.4161    0.0005348 *** 

Residuals      103 0.035886   0.0003484                       

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

The result of ANOVA analysis (Table 17) revealed a significant impact on specificity score 

from the interaction of length and area. P-value (0.0005348) was starred at a 1% significant 

level. 

 

The interaction result shown in Table 18 is a compilation of results from Table 16. For a clear 

understanding, we drew a straight line graph to visually check the interaction result (Figure 19). 

 

Table 18: interaction result 

Formula: Specificity = α + βarea*lg_word + ε 

Area Intercept: α slope:  βarea 

China 0 0.03347 

EU -0.11798 0.05418 

Japan 0.20381 -0.01783 

North America 0.08469 0.00833 

South Korea 0.31823 -0.04017 
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Figure 20: straight-line graph of interaction result 

 

As shown in Figure 20, we found that in the cases of firms in China and firms in the EU, there 

is a positive correlation between the length of reports and specificity performance. It means that 

the longer the reports, the higher the specificity performance is. Regarding the boxplot of the 

length of reports on area-level (Figure 19), firms in China tend to disclose shorter and less 

specific reports while firms in the EU tend to disclose longer and more specific reports. Firms 

in the EU are superior performers in the quality of non-financial disclosure. 

 

In the case of firms in North America, the specificity is weakly correlated with the length of 

reports. As the length of reports disclosed by firms in North America are not as long as that of 

reports disclosed by firms in the EU and South Korea, we can conclude that firms in North 

America have no attempt to use more extended reports or more specific reports to disclose their 

non-financial information.  

 

When it comes to firms in Japan and firms in South Korea, they tend to use more extended 

reports, however, the interaction of specificity and length of reports supported the skepticism 

about the use of longer reports as a tool to dilute information as well as the use of sustainability 

reporting as a tool used to enhance reputation rather than accountability.  

 

As discussed in the previous studies (Hummel and Schlick, 2016), voluntary disclosure theory 

suggested that superior sustainability performers tend to use high-quality sustainability 

disclosure to signal their superior performance while legitimacy theory indicated that poor 

sustainability performers prefer low-quality sustainability disclosure to disguise their true 

performance and to simultaneously protect their legitimacy.  
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In the previous review (Zamil et al.,2021), country-specific factors were taken into account 

when verifying drivers of corporate voluntary disclosure. For example, the level of economic 

and environmental, and social development, culture influences, legal systems, level of 

development in sustainability, the nature of market competition, political climates, and 

economic performance.  

 

Rather than use large-length reporting to dilute the information, some of the firms in the 

Automotive and Parts sector who prefer the longer reports, such as firms in the EU tend to 

provide the higher communicative value of voluntary disclosures to users. They use the longer 

reporting to provide more and much specific information. Based on the analysis in previous 

studies, we believe that firms in the EU use these high-quality sustainability disclosures to 

signal their superior performance on sustainability. Meanwhile, firms in Asia should improve 

their performance on quality disclosing.  

 

H4-1. There is a positive relationship between financial performance and the specificity level 

of non-financial disclosure. 

In additional analyses, we replaced the period/lg_word variable with financial performance 

fixed effects. We used the value measures (i.e., company size, profitability, and change rate of 

financial performance) in the regressions. A p-value descriptive data (Table 19) were generated 

for all financial variables from which we can verify the significance of fixed effects from these 

variables. 

 

Table 19: Result of financial variables 

Variables Pr(>|t|) Formula 

lgMV 0.264 lm(formula = specificity ~ lgMV, data = data) 

lgSales 0.0178 * lm(formula = specificity ~ lgSales, data = data) 

lgProfit 0.0207 * lm(formula = specificity ~ lgProfit, data = data) 

lgAssets 0.0154 * lm(formula = specificity ~ lgAssets, data = data) 

ROA 0.171 lm(formula = specificity ~ ROA, data = data) 

PER 0.159 lm(formula = specificity ~ PER, data = data) 

PMR 0.902 lm(formula = specificity ~ PMR, data = data) 

change_Sales 0.851 lm(formula = specificity ~ change_Sales, data = data) 

change_Profits 0.838 lm(formula = specificity ~ change_Profits, data = data) 

change_Assets 0.631 lm(formula = specificity ~ change_Assets, data = data) 

change_MV 0.662 lm(formula = specificity ~ change_MV, data = data) 

---    

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
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Regarding the result of simple regression analysis in Table 19, there is no obvious evidence to 

show the financial performance is relative with the specificity performance on non-financial 

disclosure, except for the lgSales, lgProfit, and lgAssets.  

 

For further investigation of the correlation between these three variables and specificity, we 

conduct the further test as shown in Table 20. As we assume that there are differences in 

specificity performance among firms, we put the firm factor as a random effect; and include the 

financial variables as fixed effects in linear mixed models.  

 

According to Table 20, it was found that not each company size variable but only the lgAssets 

variable had an obvious effect on the specificity score with firm random effect in the linear 

mixed model. 

 

Table 20: LMM result of financial variables and specificity 

Formula: specificity ~ lgSales + (1 | firm) 

Fixed effects: 

             Estimate   Std. Error   df        t value   Pr(>|t|) 

(Intercept)    -0.052094   0.106241  28.558039  -0.490    0.628 

lgSales       0.016293   0.009955  28.478195   1.637    0.113 

 

Formula: specificity ~ lgProfit + (1 | firm) 

Fixed effects: 

             Estimate   Std. Error   df        t value   Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)    9.223e-02   4.501e-02  1.001e+02  2.049   0.0431 * 

lgProfit      3.224e-03   4.810e-03  9.975e+01   0.670   0.5042   

 

Formula: specificity ~ lgAssets + (1 | firm) 

Fixed effects: 

             Estimate   Std. Error   df        t value   Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept)    -0.059843   0.087864  30.619987  -0.681   0.5009   

lgAssets      0.016839   0.008142  30.528970   2.068   0.0472 * 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

As found in the part of data observation, the company size variables such as lgAssets are 

positively relative to the length of reports which had been considered to be much significantly 

correlative with specificity. 
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Thus, we can explain that in the same sector, large-scale companies with more employees and 

businesses involved. Thus, relative issues should be more so companies tend to report longer 

and more specific reports to convey information. In addition, in large companies, there are often 

holdings from institutional investors, information demand from these professional investors 

will drive companies to report more information to fulfill their accountability. 

 

5.2 Result of Modification 

H1-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure differs among firms in five area 

groups. 

Hypothesis 1-2 predicts that the modification performance differs among firms in five area 

groups. Again, we implemented ANOVA analysis (Table 21) to see the impact from the area 

factor. Additionally, the firm factor was also been tested. The results were insignificant. It 

indicated that the prediction Hypnosis 1-2 was rejected. For the non-financial disclosure 

practices, there is no obvious evidence to show that the level of modification differs among 

firms in five area groups.  

 

Table 21: result of ANOVA analysis 

anova(lm(modification ~  area, data=data))  

Analysis of Variance Table 

Response: modification 

          Df    Sum Sq  Mean Sq   F value   Pr(>F) 

area        4    0.13035  0.032587  1.3455   0.2602 

Residuals   82  1.98591  0.024218    

 

anova(lm(modification ~  firm , data=data)) 

Analysis of Variance Table 

Response: modification 

          Df    Sum Sq  Mean Sq   F value   Pr(>F) 

firm      24    0.59456   0.024773  1.0094   0.4691 

Residuals 62 1.52170 0.024544             
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H2-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure decrease over time. 

Tests in the table below are derived for Hypothesis 2-2 that a linear trend occurs in time series. 

 

Table 22: result of linear trend estimation 

lm(formula = modification ~ period, data = data) 

Coefficients: 

            Estimate   Std. Error   t value    Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)   0.33047    0.05501     6.008    4.52e-08 *** 

period      -0.02945    0.01487     -1.981   0.0508 .   

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

From the result of linear trend testing in modification performance, significant (at 10%) values 

are pointed out, showing that the time tendency of the modification hypothesis was weakly 

supported. As the p-value is near 0.05 (p = 0.0508). 

 

Besides, the coefficient of linear regression in modification performance for the time is a minus 

result (-0.02945), which means the modification of non-financial disclosure decrease over time. 

In other words, poorer practices of sampling reports occur in the sampling period.  

 

H3-2. The level of Modification of non-financial disclosure is negatively associated with the 

length of disclosure. 

We conducted a linear regression to test Hypothesis 3-2. The result in Table 23 revealed that 

the p-value of lg_word is insignificant (p=0.89). Prediction in Hypothesis 3-2 was rejected with 

an assumption of firms who disclose longer reports will seldom modify much in reports. In 

other words, there is no obvious evidence to show a significant correlation between length of 

reports and modification performance. Hence, Hypothesis 3-2 was rejected. 

 

Table 23: result of linear regression in Hypothesis 3-2 

lm(formula = modification ~ lg_word, data = data) 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q      Median       3Q      Max  

   -0.22211   -0.13644   -0.01004     0.10040   0.40186  

Coefficients: 

             Estimate   Std. Error   t value    Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept)    0.261312   0.250784   1.042      0.30 

lg_word     -0.007623   0.054855  -0.139      0.89 
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H4-2. There is a positive relationship between financial performance and the modification 

level of non-financial disclosure. 

The following models were conducted, however, no obvious evidence to show the financial 

performance is relative to the modification practice on non-financial disclosure. Hence, 

Hypothesis 4-2 was rejected. 

 

Table 24: Result of test for Hypothesis 4-2 

Variables Pr(>|t|) Formula ( modification ~ Financial variables) 

lgMV 0.515 lm(formula = modification ~ lgMV, data = data) 

lgSales 0.659 lm(formula = modification ~ lgSales, data = data) 

lgProfit 0.858 lm(formula = modification ~ lgProfit, data = data) 

lgAssets 0.612 lm(formula = modification ~ lgAssets, data = data) 

ROA 0.64 lm(formula = modification ~ ROA, data = data) 

PER 0.623 lm(formula = modification ~ PER, data = data) 

PMR 0.387 lm(formula = modification ~ PMR, data = data) 

change_Sales 0.16 lm(formula = modification ~ change_Sales, data = data) 

change_Profits 0.473 lm(formula = modification ~ change_Profits, data = data) 

change_Assets 0.59 lm(formula = modification ~ change_Assets, data = data) 

change_MV 0.695 lm(formula = modification ~ change_MV, data = data) 
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5.3 Sum of Hypotheses and Result 

Table 25: Sum of Hypotheses and Result 

Hypotheses Description Result 

Hypothesis 1-1 The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure differs 

among firms in five area groups. 

Supported 

Hypothesis 1-2 The level of modification of non-financial disclosure differs 

among firms in five area groups. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 2-1 H2-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure 

decrease over time. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 2-2 H2-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure 

decrease over time. 

Supported 

Hypothesis 3-1 H3-1. The level of specificity of non-financial disclosure is 

negatively associated with the length of disclosure. 

Contrast relationship is 

supported 

Hypothesis 3-2 H3-2. The level of modification of non-financial disclosure 

is negatively associated with the length of disclosure. 

Rejected 

Hypothesis 4-1 H4-1. There is a positive relationship between financial 

performance and the specificity level of non-financial 

disclosure. 

Rejected. (Lg_Aassets 

variable is weakly supported) 

Hypothesis 4-2 H4-2. There is a positive relationship between financial 

performance and the modification level of non-financial 

disclosure. 

Rejected. 
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6. Discussion and conclusion 

6.1 Findings Discussion 

The study aimed to evaluate the quality performance of non-financial disclosure in the 

automotive and parts sector. In particular, we applied text-mining techniques to explore the 

quality measurement and conducted a cross-area comparison. 

 

According to the statistical analysis, there is no obvious correlation between modification 

performance and length of disclosure, area difference. The modification performance on firms’ 

voluntary non-financial disclosures in the automotive and parts sector is under a decreasing 

time trend, and firms from different areas share the same tendency of sticky reporting. Though 

the automotive and parts sector is under a turning point, facing great changes in their operation 

and business environment, firms in this sector tend to simply use last year's disclosure as a 

template and make minor changes.    

 

Moreover, in the aspect of providing specific information, specificity performance is 

significantly associated with the length of disclosure. The ANOVA analysis also suggested that 

the level of specificity of non-financial disclosure differs among firms in five area groups. We 

believe that some firms in this sector use their non-financial disclosures to provide more and 

much specific information, indicating that they precise the quality of voluntary non-financial 

disclosure and consider these disclosures as a great communication tool. Thus, this implies that 

firms with poor disclosure performance such as Chinese firms still require improvements in 

non-financial disclosures. 

 

We picked up two sampling reports to do further observation. One is the Annual and 

Sustainability Report 2017 published by Volvo and the other one is Sustainable by Design 2019 

published by Aptiv. The former won a high specificity score (specificity score = 0.17) in our 

study while the latter was recorded with a poor score (specificity score = 0.062). Information 

about Corporate Governance in Aptiv’s report was mainly about policies and descriptions of 

the Board of Directors while Volvo’s report used detailed meetings and events to show their 

governance actions and performances. For example, the organization structure figure was 

displayed. Also, photos that were not counted in the calculation of specificity score, were also 

used in Volvo’s report. Our analysis indicates that some companies tend to focus more on 

discussing programs and initiatives than on providing specific action or performance data. Thus, 

we suggest that those firms with lower specificity scores should improve their reports’ 

specificity to convey valuable community information to users of reports.   

 

Mandatory disclosure of non-financial information is being considered by regions and countries, 
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such as human capital information in the United States and climate-related information in 

France. Thus, the result about sticky reports and less specific performance in specific countries 

may affect regulators and standard setters in the future improvement of reporting requirements, 

which can lead to the implementation of quality disclosure, and improvement of valuable 

community between firms and stakeholders. For report users such as investors and analysts, the 

result also helps figure out whether the non-financial reports should be the desirable information 

source when they do some research or make decisions. 

 

Additionally, results indicate that the company’s size, profitability level, change of financial 

performance were found to be insignificantly associated with the extent of non-financial 

disclosure’s quality. 

 

6.2 Research Issues and Limitations 

Our study does have some limitations. 

First, in observational studies, there is a potential bias from the definition of specificity 

calculating under the study-specific data-processing method. 

 

Besides, the vectors which were generated by BERT and then used to calculate the modification 

rate may not be accurate enough to represent the very large documents with similar topics.  

 

Moreover, the research only used two quality measurements to evaluate the quality of sampling 

disclosures, and it ignores other quality dimensions like readability which can lead to 

misinterpretation.  

 

Then, the sampling from each area is imbalanced. For example, there are only 2 companies 

picked up from China into the sample while 8 from Japan. Thus, careful attention needs to be 

taken when interpreting the results especially about China. The results should not be generalized 

to other companies from the same area. 

  

Finally, the study was restricted to the global automotive and parts sector and 26 firms ranking 

in the Forbes list. Since the sample size was industry limited, we could not conduct a cross-

industry comparison. Therefore, it is too easy to conclude whether the disclosure performance 

is poor or not.  

 

6.3 For Future Study 

In the future study, we recommend that more sampling from different countries/territories 

should be taken into consideration such as firms in Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East 
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regions. Besides, cross-sector comparison with more quality measurements indexes should help 

contribute to great findings. Moreover, with the increase of the sample size, more detailed 

analysis may become possible. For example, observation of content related to a specific topic 

from each report, a study of a specific type of report (e.g. Environmental report), and 

comparison of companies with different roles (e.g. in the automotive and parts sector, the 

comparison of final assembly makers, first-tier suppliers, second-tier suppliers and third-tier 

suppliers) may be possibly achieved. 

 

In addition, while the impact from the length of text files on modification scores in Brown’s 

study (2010) was taken into consideration, impacts from lengths on vectors generated using 

BERT as well as those vectors-based modification scores in this paper are still unclear. 

Therefore, we have not conducted any length adjustment on modification scores in this study. 

Further study about the impact from the length of text files on modification scores using BERT 

is required. 

 

Finally, even though results in this paper indicated that financial data were found to be 

insignificantly associated with the extent of non-financial disclosure’s quality, further 

exploration are required. In detail, financial variables may be thought to alter the dependent or 

independent variables. Financial variables or other factors thought to be influential can be 

considered as control variables to minimize their effects on specific hypothesis testing. 
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